THIS IS PHISHING!
DON’T GET CAUGHT!

Phishing Clue #1:
Phony Sender Email Address
Always make sure that the address matches the sender’s name and has an official @company.com email address.

Phishing Clue #2:
Grammar, Spelling & Writing Errors
Phishing emails will usually contain grammar, spelling or mechanical errors in the message. Note: Fake Microsoft Logo and poor spelling.

Phishing Clue #3:
Suspicious Links
Phishing emails often contain suspicious links they want you to click. DO NOT CLICK! Hover mouse over link to determine if it is a fake URL.

Phishing Clue #4:
Improper Use of Copyright
Phishing emails use the copyright symbol to make it look official, but look out for it being used improperly in Phishing emails.

REPORT PHISHING TO ABUSE@TEMPLE.EDU

LEARN MORE: ITS.Temple.EDU/NCSAM

Follow us on social media for more cybersafe tips:

Facebook: /templeuniversityITS
Twitter: @templetech
Instagram: @templeuniversityITS